EMORY IR Post-Call Day Policy

Following a call night:

• At EUH:
  – If the fellow is called in after midnight to do a case, they will attend morning rounds, multi-disciplinary conferences, and a morning clinic (if available). They will be sent home by noon.
  – If the fellow does not do an overnight case, they will attend morning rounds, multi-disciplinary conferences (when available), and either morning or afternoon clinic (mandatory) and do cases the remainder of the day.

• At all other sites (Grady/Midtown/VA/CHOA):
  – If the fellow is called in after midnight to do a case, they will arrive at the hospital at the normal time and work until noon.
  – They will complete the written hand-off and make all necessary patient hand-off calls before the work day begins.
  – If the fellow does not do an overnight case, they will work a normal day.